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Elden Ring Crack Free Download is a fantasy action roleplaying game that put your character into an adventure where fate and choices decide the story in a world between a demon lord and an eldragon prince. In the fantasy action RPG, the Lord of Will decides the fate of a young eldragon
prince's life: he's either the savior of the eldragon kingdom or the demon lord's lackey. The Lord of Will instructs your character, and you need to fight and roleplay to survive. In the Lands Between, You will experience a unique action game experience where your roleplaying and actions decide
the fate of the game. * Features of the Elden Ring: - Multiple Classes - Unique Action RPG Experience - Fantastic Adventure World: A vast world - Hand-made Graphics - Unique Skills - One-of-a-Kind Content: More than 200 unique costumes and accessories. ■ Prologue: The Story of Two Elden
Lords In order to introduce you to Elden Ring, we have prepared some of the most important events in the history of the Elden Ring. In the beginning, there was Elden Ring, which was created by the light, the lord of will, and was designed to pass on the knowledge of the light to all of humanity.
After a long period of dormancy, the meeting of a demon lord and an eldragon prince started. From that moment, the god of will made a request of the mortal world. In order to satisfy the god of will, the mortals had to defeat the demon lord and the eldragon prince. In the world between, a
young eldragon prince will have a choice to make. The prince was raised with a lot of lies. In this age of lies, the prince believed everything and unconditionally followed his master. One day, when he was at a faraway spot, the prince was captured by a demon lord. After that, he saw a lot of
darken events and almost lost his mind. That’s when the god of will came to the mortal world. The god of will came to the mortal world with the purpose of preventing evil and returning the world to its original state. And the god of will made a request to the mortal world. At that time, a special
fate for the young eldragon prince came to his notice. The god of will wanted him to choose between the demon lord and the eldragon prince.

Features Key:
High-quality, Fantasy-inspired game world.
RPG system where you obtain EXP by killing monsters and leveling up.
Overall quest based story with 24 chapters.
High-quality graphics and game world.
Four classes, 9 jobs, 7 races, and more.
Variety of events, skills, and equipment.
Intense online competitive gameplay with up to 40 players.

Game World Details:
Caves, Thicket, A Forest, A Hills, Dungeons
1. Hunting and Fishing
2. Crafting
3. Exploration
Fields, Crafts and Fairgrounds
Explosion & Explosion Range Trigger
Elden Line, Impregnable
Exotic Mine

RPG System Features:
Overall Quest
Surprise Attack
Skill Point Allocation&User Leveling
Party-Based Offline Battle
Field AI
Character Level Increase and Job and Level Adjustments
Strength, Intelligence, Agility, and Perception
Magic and Fus Ro Amagi

Features for the action part:
Up to 10 Player online gameplay
Character Equilibrium Action battle system
Party- and Single-Player Story-based Mode
Infinite Monster Stamina in offline mode
Tons of Powerful Monsters
Solid Single-Player System
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